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A SPACE LOWER BOUND FOR ACCEPTANCE BY
ONE-WAY n2-ALTERNATING MACHINES*
VILIAM GEFFERT 1 AND NORBERT POPÉLY 1
Abstract. We show that one-way II2-alternat ing Turing machines
cannot accept unary nonregular languages in o(log n) space. This holds
for an accept mode of space complexity measure, defined as the worst
cost of any accepting computation. This lower bound should be compared with the corresponding bound for one-way E2-alternating machines, that are able to accept unary nonregular languages in space
O(log logn). Thus, S2-alternation is more powerful than Eb-alternation
for space bounded one-way machines with unary inputs.

AMS Subject Classification. 68Q17, 68Q45.

1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES

The problem of minimal resource requirements for accepting nonregular languages has been studied since the very beginnings of structural complexity theory.
In the early work of 1965 [11], it was shown that either the space used by the given
machine is bounded by a constant (hence, the corresponding language is regular),
or, for some constant d > 0, the space used exceeds d - log logn infinitely often.
That is, s(n) 0 o(loglogn). It should be pointed out that the results presented
in [11] concern strong space (worst cost) for deterministic machines. The log logn
lower bound has been gradually generalized as follows; first to nondeterministic
machines [13], then to nondeterministic weak space [1] (best cost of acceptance),
and finally to weak space for alternating machines [15]. That is, even if we take
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Turing machine.
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into account only accepting computations using minimal space, with the power of
alternation, the used space must exceed log log n infinitely often.
For machines using such little space, the différences among various modes of
space complexity measure become more important. Let us briefly review the different notions of space complexity studied in the literature.
• Worst case cost: the machine Ai works in strong s(n) space if, for each input
of length n, no computation uses more space than s(n) [11-13].
• Worst case cost on accepted inputs: M works in middle s(n) space if, for each
accepted input of length n, no computation uses more space than s(n) [21].
• Worst cost of acceptance: A4 works in accept s(n) space if, for each accepted
input of length n, no accepting computation uses more space than s(n) [3,14].
• Best cost of acceptance: Ai works in weak s(n) space if, for each accepted
input of length n, there exists at least one accepting computation using at
most s(n) space [1,15,19].
Here the space used by an individual computation of an alternating machine1 is,
by définition, the maximal number of work tape cells used by any configuration in
the tree corresponding to that computation. (For nondeterministic machines, the
computation tree reduces to a single computation path.)
The above space notions are equivalent for fully space constructible bounds;
once the space bound s(n) can be computed in advance, each computation consuming too much space can be aborted. However, this is not the case of unbounded
monotone functions below logn [8].
It is easy to see that the above définitions are given in increasing order of
generality. Thus, the lower bound log logn of [15] extends from alternating weak
space to all "simpler" cases.
Further, this lower bound is optimal for all combinations of the four space complexity notions above with determinism, nondeterminism, or alternation; it cannot
be raised to a function growing faster that log logn, since we have nonregular languages that can be recognized in space O (log logn), even by deterministic strongly
bounded machines [11]. The optimality of these lower bounds has later been extended to unary (tally) languages, z.e., to languages over a single-letter alphabet,
by exhibiting a unary nonregular language that can be recognized deterministically
in strong O(loglogn) space [2].
The situation is more complicated for one-way machines, ie., for machines
that never move the input head to the left. Here the lower bounds for nonregular
languages depend on the type of the space bound, the number of used alternations,
and may also differ for binary (gênerai) and unary languages.
At the first glance, unary languages look "simpler", they have very little information contents. However, the récognition of a unary language by a machine with
1
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the notion of an alternating machine. By a £&- or
Il/c-alternating machine we dénote a machine making at most k — l switches between existential
and universal configurations, starting in an existential (universal, respectively) configuration.
For a detailed définition, see also e.g. [5,6,9].
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sublogarithmic space may potentially be more difficult than recognizing a binary
language. Such machine, already unable to fix any input tape position, must also
cope with the lack of any structure on the input.
Let us now briefly review the known lower bounds for accepting nonregular
languages by one-way machines, as they were summarized in [4]. (See also Tab. 1.)

(1) As pointed out in [4], the log log n lower bound of [15] for two-way weakly
bounded alter nating machines must also hold for all "simpler" machines.
Thus, by exhibiting a language that can be accepted by a given type of
machines in O(loglogn) space, we automatically get the optimality of the
log log n lower bound for this type. This way we obtain [4] that log log n is
the optimal lower bound for accepting nonregular languages for the following
types of one-way machines:
- middle ïli-alternating machines [21], hence, for all alternating levels
above EEi as well, and/or the space modes above middle (z.e., accept,
weak), in case of binary languages;
- weak nondeterministic machines with unary inputs [3,4], hence, also for
alternating levels above Si, both for binary and unary languages. (The
simpler binary case has been proved earlier in [7];)
- accept X^-alternating machines recognizing unary inputs [3,4], hence, for
accept space bounded machines with alternating level above £2, both
for unary and binary languages.
(2) It is easy to present a unary nonregular language that can be recognized
in strong O(logn) space, by a deterministic one-way machine. This logn
"upper" bound must also hold for all "more gênerai" machines [4]. Thus,
by showing a logn lower bound for a given type of machines, we get automatically that logn is the optimal lower bound for accepting nonregular
languages for the following types of one-way machines:
- strongly space bounded alternating machines [20], hence, for deterministic, nondeterministic, Efe- or n^-alternating machines as well, both for
binary and unary languages. (The simpler cases of strong deterministic or nondeterministic machines were first proved in [11,12] and [13],
respectively;)
- weakly space bounded deterministic machines [1], hence, also for deterministic machines of all space modes (strong, middle, accept, weak),
both in case of binary and unary languages;
- middle alternating machines with unary inputs [3,17], hence, for deterministic, nondeterministic, £&- or n^-alternating machines as well,
recognizing unary nonregular languages. This was the first case where
the lower bounds for binary and unary nonregular languages did not
coincide;
- Ui -alternating machines of all types (strong, middle, accept, weak), in
case of unary languages [4] ;
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1. Alternation power required by one-way machines to
accept nonregular languages in sublogarithmic space. An entry of
type "x — y" indicates that an x-alternating machine of the given
type can recognize a nonregular language in space O(loglogn),
while for y-alternating machines we have the lower bound s(n) $.
o(logn). "A" stands for unrestricted alternation, "D" for determinism.
TABLE

Binary languages

Strong Middle
-A
'ui-Ei

Accept
ni-Si

Weak
Si-D,

Unary languages

-A

s 2 -Si,
E2-ni

Si-ni

-A

— accept space bounded nondeterministic machines [3,4], both in case of
unary and binary languages, hence, for middle nondeterministic machines as well. (The simpler case of middle nondeterminism has been
proved first in [21].)
The above results are summarized in Table 1. The only case not covered by this
table is the lower bound for acceptance of unary nonregular languages by accept
space bounded Lb-alternating one-way machines. In [4], the authors conjectured
that the optimal lower bound for these machines is logn. They supported this
conjecture by observation that the space used in the universal phase of any computation must be bounded by a constant, for one-way n2-alternating machines with
accept o(logn) space, recognizing unary languages. (More precisely, this holds
only until the moment in which the input head gets to the right end marker.)
We shall make some further steps in this direction and show that even the
subséquent existential phase of any computation must use only a constant amount
of space. As a conséquence, the language accepted by such machine must be
regular. Thus, the entry of Table 1 for accept space and unary languages can be
simplified to " E 2 - n 2 " .
The importance of accept one-way space bounds follows from the following facts.
It is not hard to see that a nondeterministic two-way machine simultaneously
bounded by s(n) space and %{n) input head reversals (the number of times the
machine reverses the direction of input head movement) can be simulated by a
one-way machine in O(s(n) -i(n)) space. What is less known is the fact that, if the
bounds for the original machine are of type strong (also middle or accept), then
the resulting one-way machine will be accept space bounded by O(s(n)'i(nj) [3,4].
Thus, accept space bounded one-way machines play an important rôle for obtaining
combined lower bounds on the product space x reversals.
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2. THE LOWER BOUND
We shall now show that one-way II2- alt er nat ing Turing machines cannot accept
unary nonregular languages in accept o(logn) space. We first recall some basic
définitions.
Définition 2.1. A memory state of a Turing machine dénotes an ordered triple
q = {r, u}j), where r is a control state, w i s a nonblank content of the work tape,
and j is an integer denoting a position of the work tape head. A configuration is
an ordered pair k = {q,i}} where g is a memory state and i dénotes a position of
the input head. The space used by a memory state or configuration is the length
of the nonblank content of the work tape. By a machine dependent constant of
a machine A4, we dénote a constant c > l , such that cs bounds the number of
different memory states using up to s space, for each s > 1.
It should be obvious that, for each machine A4, there exists a machine dependent
constant c with the desired properties.
In the next two lemmas, we shall recall the observation presented in [4], namely,
that a Il2-alternating machine A4, with o(log n) accept space bound, can reach only
a finite number of universal memory states on unary inputs.
Lemma 2.1. Let Ai be a one-way U2-machine accepting a unary language £
in accept s (ra) G o(logn) space. Then there exists an n0 G N} such that for
each ln G £{A4), with n>n$, any universal memory state reachable by A4 on any
unary input, without scanning the right end marker, can also be reached on the
input l n .
Proof. Recall that cs(n\ where c is a machine dependent constant, bounds the
number of memory states using up to s(n) work tape cells. For s(n) G o(logn), we
have an no G N, such that cs^ < ra, for each n > ra0. Now take an arbitrary n >
n 0 , such that ln G C(M).
Let m be a universal memory state reachable by A4 on an input lfc, without
scanning the right end marker, for some keJ>i. Since A4 is a rb-machine, any
computation path leading to m must go through a séquence of universal memory
states mo,mi,... , m^, such that rriQ is the initial memory state, mg = m, £<k,
and rrii+i is reached from m* by a computation traversing exactly one input tape
position to the right.
ïf£<n, then clearly m is reachable on l n , since less than n input tape positions
are scanned. If, however, ê > n, we can show that m is also reachable at the
position £'y for some £' <£.
Gonsider the initial segment mo, m i , . . . , mn. Clearly, for each i G {0,... , n},
rrii is reached on the input l n . Moreover, since l n G £(M), each m* belongs to
some accepting computation tree. Hence, according to the accept space notion, it
uses at most s (ra) space. Since cs^ < ra, there must exist some universal memory
states nu = rrij, with 1 < i < j < ra. Thus, the séquence mo, -.. , m*, m^+i,... , mi
also leads to m, this time scanning only £f input tape positions, with £f — £+i—j
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1. Dominant loop.

It is easy to see that, by repeating the above argument, we shall get Ü < n.
Thus, m.can be reached on the input ln.
D
Now we can present a simple conséquence of the previous lemma:
L e m m a 2.2. Let M be a one-way U2-machine accepting an infinité unary language C in accept s(n) e o(logn) space. Then the set of universal memory states
reachable by Ai, without scanning the right end marker, is finite.
Proof. Since C is infinité, we can find a sufficiently large no with ln° € £(A4): and
hence, by Lemma 2.1, each universal memory state reachable on any unary input
without scanning the right end marker must also be reached on the input ln°.
Since l n ° 6 C{M), by the accept space notion the space used by this memory
state must be bounded by S{TÏQ). The number of such memory states is bounded
by cs(n°\ for some constants c and noO
The statement of Lemma 2.2 cannot be extended to universal memory states
reachable after the input head hits the right end marker. Consider, for example,
a machine that rejects l n , for n even, as follows. After some initial universal
branching, one computation path traverses the entire input and, for n even, it
rejects l n by counting from zero to infmity on the work tape.
We shall also need the following technical lemma, proved first in [8] (Th. 1).
Lemma 2.3. Let M be a Turing machine with a machine dependent constant c,
as introduced in Définition 2.1. Then, for each computation path of M on the
input ln,
• beginning in a configuration k\ — (<7i,/xi) and ending in fe = (#2,^2),
with 0 < /xi < \i2 < n + 1 ;
• usmg at most space s, with (c s ) 6 = E6 < \i2 — \i\;
• such that the input tape positions fj,i and ^2 are visited only in k\ and &2,
there exists an equivalent path Connecting ki with &2; such that
• havzng traversed si input tape positions to the left;
• it gets into a memory state q in which a loop of length £ is iterated r times;
• and then it traverses the remaining input tape segment of length S2;
for some si,£,r, s 2 , and q, satisfying E2 + 1 < s± < EA, E2 + 1 < s2 < E4,
andl<£<E.
(See Fig. 1.)
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Though the proof in [8] considers nondeterministic machines only, it is easy to
see that the argument holds for the alternating machines as well; the statement
of the theorem does not say anything about conditions of acceptance, but only
about reachability among configurations by computation paths marching across
the input tape.
Now we are ready to present the main theorem of the paper:
Theorem 2.1. Let A4 be a one-way E^-mac/izne accepting an infinité unary language C in accept s(n) £ o(logn) space. Then there exists an rio^N such that,
for each n > n 0 ; we have that if M accepts the input ln, using at least h space,
for some h<s(n), then there exists nf < n, such that A4 accepts \n, using at least
h space.
Proof. First, we need to introducé some notation:
c' is the number of A^'s machine instructions;
M is an upper bound for the number of different universal memory states, reachable without scanning the right end marker. This number is nnite, due to
Lemma 2.2. Thus, M is a machine dependent constant;
En is an upper bound on the number of different memory states not using space
above s(n). Clearly, we can take En = ds(n\ where d is some "new" machine
dependent constant, sufficiently large, so that d > 12M\
Without loss of generality, we can assume that
<*(in}>'\

r' > 9

M>9

rf> 19MI > 19

("H

since it is easy to bound the above quantities from below. Then we also have
En = ds{n)>l,

cf-M2>l.

(2)

Since limn^oo s(n)/\ogn = 0, there must exist an n 0 € N, such that for each
n>UQ, (<i s ( n )) c ' M +5 < n. But then 12M\-(ds^)c 'M + 4 < n, using (1), and
hence also 2M!-(d s ( n )) c '- M2+2 +4(d s ( n )) 4 + 2M < n, using (2). This gives

— >M\-EÏ-M2+\

(3)

for each n>no, using (2). It can be easily seen that then also
| >E6n>En>

M.

(4)

Now, let l n € £, for arbitrary n>n$. Let us consider some fixed accepting computation tree of the machine AA for the input l n . We can put each computation
path of this computation tree into one of the following two groups. (See Fig. 2.)
(a) Accepting computation paths alternating to some existential configurations
earlier than the input head crosses the position M to the right.
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Case (a)

Case (a)

FIGURE

2. Computation paths of the machine .A/f.

(b) Accepting computation paths that do not alternate earlier than the input
head crosses the position M'. (That is, either the computation path alternâtes
after crossing the position M, or it does not alternate at all.)
First, consider the group (a). Let {v\)... , r>} be the set of all existential configurations that occur - as the first existential one - along any path of the group (a).
Now, for each r ï ; we can select one Ci, an accepting computation path from the
group (a), so that r* is the first existential configuration along the path d.
The length of the input tape traversed during the existential phase of Ci is at
least n—M > n/2 > Eni by (4). Hence, there must exist a memory state along the
existential phase of d that is repeated. Thus, the existential phase of Ci contains
a cycle of the length ^ , with
< J5n,

for each i G { 1 , . . . , k}.

(5)

Note that r^, for each i € { 1 , . . . ,&}, is reachable from some universal memory
state in one computation step, by executing a single instruction. Since there are
at use only d different machine's instructions and M different universal memory
states, that can differ in M distinct input head positions, the number of existential
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configurations in {r 1 ? ... , r^} is bounded by
fc<c'-M2.

(6)

This also bounds the number of different cycles in {£\,...

, £k}.

Let us also consider the accepting computation path Co, on which the machine
uses maximal space. (We do not care whether Co belongs to the group (a) or (b).)
We suppose that Co uses h space on the input l n , for some h<$(n). There are
two cases:
(cl) the accepting computation path Co using maximal space alternâtes into the
existential phase sooner than it reaches the position n/2;
(c2) CQ alternâtes after crossing the position n/2 to the right, or it does not
alternate at all.
In the Case (cl), the existential phase of Co traverses more than n/2 positions
along the input, and hence it must contain a cycle of length £Q < En < n/2, by
the same argument as was used for Ci,... ,Cfc, using (4). In the Case (c2), we can
find the cycle of length £o with the desired properties in the universal phase of Co.
(Fig. 2 illustrâtes the Case (cl).) In either case,
io<En.

(7)

Now we shall show that the machine M accepts l n ', where
k

n' = n-M\-Y[£i-

(8)

i=0

Using (5, 7), and (6), we get that
k

(9)
i=0

Hence, by (3) and (4), M\-Y\^=Q£i < n/2, which gives that
nf >~ > M.

(10)

2i

Similarly as for the input l n , the computation paths on l n ' can also be arranged
into two groups (a) and (b), depending on whether the machine alternâtes earlier
than it crosses the position M. By analyzing computation paths in either of these
groups, we shall show that M successfully accepts the input l n '.
Case (a): a computation path C alternating to some existential configuration
earlier than the input head crosses the position M to the right. Since nr>M>
by (10), such computation path, on the input ln\ must share the first existential configuration with an ith computation path d on the input l n , for some
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M

rc' + l

71 + 1

FIGURE 3. Computation path which is switched into an existential configuration in a distance Ui < M from the left end marker.

i E { l , . . . , k } . (See Figs. 3 and 2.) Thus, the memory state, in which C alternâtes, is ri. Suppose that Ci alternâtes at a position Ui<M. Recall that Ci is
accepting on l71. Therefore, the existential phase of the path Ci runs from r$ to
some accepting memory state a^, at the position n + 1 . (Without loss of generality,
we assume that Ad accepts always at the right end marker.) Now we shall show
that some existential path, beginning in r$ on the input ln, must end up in an
accepting memory state.
First, since rii<M, we have that the segment traversed in the existential phase
of Ci is of length n—Ui > n—M > n/2 > E^ using (4). Hence, by Lemma 2.3, we
can assume without loss of generality that the cycle of length £z < En is iterated
along the dominant portion of the existential phase of Ci, with the exception of
some short segments of lengths at most E*y placed at the beginning and at the
end. Thus, this cycle is iterated at least Hi times, where

using ni<M, équation (5), and équation (3). Note that the last quantity is always
an integer, and hence

j=ö

using (9) and £i>l. Note also that l{ divides n*=o

3=0
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FIGURE 4. Computation paths not alternating earlier than the
input head crosses the position M.

Therefore, if we omit the last M\/£i-]J^=Q £j itérations of this cycle of length £^
the memory state a$ will be reached exactly at the position n — M\-Y\-Q £j = nf.
Recall that a$ was an accepting memory state and hence we are done.
Thus, any computation path alternating to some existential configuration earlier
than it crosses the position M must end up successfully for the input l n .
Case (b): computation paths that do not alternate earlier than the input head
crosses the position M. Let r dénote an arbitrary universal memory state at the
position g1 = M + l, reachable by M from the initial configuration on the input ln\
(See Fig. 4.)
We call r U2-accepting for the input l71, if each computation path beginning
in r, after a finite number of steps, either halts in an accepting configuration
or alternâtes to some existential configuration, from which we have at least one
computation path ending in an accepting configuration. By définition, r is IT2rejecting, if it is not n2-accepting.
If all universal memory states reachable by A4 at the position gf = M 4-1 are
Il2-accepting for ln, then we are done; Ai accepts the input l n , since the paths alternating before getting to the position gf have already been discussed in Case (a).
So assume, for contradiction, that some universal memory state r, reachable at
the position g' = M + l, is n2-rejecting for the input ln'.
By (10) and (8), g1 <nf <n, and hence r is reachable on the input l n as well.
Since gl > M and there are at most M different universal memory states not
scanning the right end marker, there must exist a cycle of length £ < M along
the way from the initial configuration to r. Note that £, the length of the cycle,
divides M\. Thus, by repeating this cycle M\/£-Yli=0£i more times, we shall get
to the same memory state r, placed at the position g = gf + MI'IIiLo^ °^ ^ e
input ln.
Note that n — g = nf — gf. Therefore, if r is n2-rejectmg for the input l n ', then it
must be n2-rejecting for the input l n , since it is placed at the same distance from
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the right end markers of both inputs. But this is a contradiction, since a universal
Il2-rejectmg configuration cannot be reached from the initial configuration on the
input l n e£(M).
Thus, all universal memory states reachable by M at the position gf = M + l
must be Il2-acceptmg for l n .
As a conséquence of Cases (a) and (b), the machine Ml accepts the input l n .
We only have to show that the space used by A4 on the input ln is at least h, the
size of the space used on the longer input ln.
Recall that M uses the maximal space h along the computation path Co, and
that there are two cases; (cl) either the path Co alternâtes into the existential phase
sooner than it reaches the position n/2 on the input l n , (c2) or Co alternâtes after
crossing the position n/2 to the right, or it does not alternate at all. In either
case, Co is an accepting computation path. In addition, the "longer" of the phases
(universal or existential, depending on which one traverses more than n/2 input
tape positions) contains a cycle of length £o < En < n/2.
Case (cl): Co alternâtes sooner than it reaches the position n/2. Let ao dénote
the halting accepting memory state of Co, placed at the right end marker. The
space used by ao is h. Let TQ dénote the first existential memory state along Co.
By assumption, r 0 is placed at the position p < n/2.
Using (4), we get that n—p > n/2 > E^. Hence, by Lemma 2.3, we can assume
without loss of generality that the itération of the cycle of length £Q < En dominâtes the existential phase of Co, except for some short segments placed at the
beginning and at the end, of lengths at most E*- Thus, this cycle is iterated at
least Ho times, where

using p < n / 2 , équation (7), and équation (3). Then, by the argument similar to
Case (a),

j=o

c

°

j=o

Therefore, if we omit the last M\/£Q-YIJ=Q£J itérations of the cycle of length £o,
the memory state ao will be reached at the position n — M\-Y[J—Q £j — n''• Since
the space used by the accepting memory state ao is h, the machine M must be
using at least that much space on the input ln'.
Case (c2): Co does not alternate sooner than it reaches the position n/2. This
time the universal phase traverses the distance greater than n/2. Further, the
universal phase contains also the above cycle of length £Q. Thus, now we can use
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the argument of (cl) for the universal phase of Co, to omit the last MI/^o'II =o ^j
itérations of the cycle. Again, this shifts the accepting memory state ao with
maximal space to the position n'.
This complètes the proof of theorem.

D

Now we can state the following lower bound:
Theorem 2.2. Let A4 be a one-way Tl2-machine accepting a unary language C
in accept s(n) G o(logn) space. Then the language C is regular.
Proof. If C is finite, then it is clearly regular. Now assume that C is infinité.
Then, by Theorem 2.1, there exists a constant 77-0 such that, for each n>no
satisfying l n € £, there exists n' < n satisfying ln G £, such that the space
used by A4 on the input l n is at least /i, the size of the space used on the longer
input l n .
Prom this follows that no accepting computation of Al, on any input, uses more
space than
h = max{s(O),fi(l),... ,s(n 0 )}.

(11)

Otherwise, take the minimal n G N such that l n e £, for which the space used by
some accepting computation of A4 is h > h. If n < no, we have a contradiction with
h > h = max{s(0), s(l),... , s(n 0 )}, since, by the accept space notion, h < s(n).
If n>no, then, by Theorem 2.1, there exists nf <n with the property that M
accepts l n and uses space of size at least h > h, which is a contradiction with the
minimal length of n.
Thus, no accepting computation of M will ever use more space than h, which
is a fixed constant. This upper bound does not concern rejecting computations.
(Cf. remark below the proof of Lem. 2.2.)
Nevertheless, for the given machine A4 and any given constant /i, we can construct a new machine M! having, instead of a standard semi-infinite work tape, a
read-write work tape of a finite length, consisting only of h work tape cells (initiaily
empty, containing blank symbols), enclosed between two work tape end markers.
The simulation of A4 by Ai' is straightforward, until the head visits the right end
marker on the work tape. If this marker is detected, M! rejects.
It is easy to see that for properly chosen h, A4 and A4f will recognize the same
language £, since accepting computations will never try to use more space than ft,
and hence will never visit the work tape end marker.
Note that M! has a work tape of a fixed finite length, and therefore it can be kept
in a finite-state control. Thus, we can replace M.' by an equivalent one-way II2alternating finite-state automaton. This implies that L is regular. (For an optimal
simulation of a one-way alternating automaton by a deterministic automaton, we
refer the reader to [18].)
•
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3. CONCLUDÏNG REMARKS
It should be observed that the statement of Theorem 2.2 does not give, automatically, a finite-state automaton for any given one-way n2-machine. This is
possible only if the value of h, defined by (11), can be computed effectively.
For example, consider any standard enumeration of Turing machines To,Xi,
T 2 ) . . . , and, for each i/eN, define a language
Cv = {l71; Tv halts on the input v in less than n computation steps}.
Clearly, for a fixed vÇzN, we can construct a deterministic one-way machine M.v
that simulâtes Tu on the input v and, after each simulated step, it moves one input
tape position to the right. The acceptance dépends on whether the simulation of Tv
terminâtes sooner than the end of the input tape is reached.
If Tu halts on the input v, the space used by M.v is determined by the space used
by Tu on v, z.e., a constant independent from n. If Tv does not halt, then no input
is accepted by M.u, and hence, by the accept, middle, or weak space notion, the
space used by any computation of M.v does not count. In either case, M^ works
in O(l) space. However, a construction of an equivalent finite automaton requires
to décide whether Tv halts on the input ^, which is an undecidable problem.
Nevertheless, the construction of Theorem 2.2 does guarantee, for a sufficiently
large h% that the original machine A4 and the resulting finite-state automaton are
equivalent, and hence the corresponding language must be regular.
The lower bound presented in Theorem 2.2 does not hold for binary languages,
cannot be raised above logn, nor can it be used for higher alternation levels. For
example, the language
£ = {l n ; the first number not dividing n is a power of 2}
can be accepted by a one-way S2-machine in accept O(loglogn) space. (For proof
and other counterexamples, see also [3,4].) Thus, the entry of Table 1 for the
accept space and unary languages has been simplified to "£2 —Eb". This shows
that E2-alternation is more powerful than II2-alternat ion for space bounded oneway machines with unary inputs.
The above observation concerns recognizing unary nonregular languages with
sublogarithmic accept space, i.e., the worst cost of acceptance. For the best cost of
acceptance (weak space mode), the corresponding alternation powers are shifted
one level down, to "Ei—ui".
A similar phenomenon has been observed for pushdown automata with an auxiliary work tape of size logn; with II2-alternat ing machines corresponding to co-NP,
while E2-alternation is more powerful, it corresponds to PSPACE [16].
Finally, Theorem 2.2 cannot be extended from one-way machines to two-way
devices; the corresponding space lower bound drops from logn to log logn. We
are able to accept unary nonregular languages with O (log logn) space even by
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üi-alternating machines, in middle, accept, or weak space mode. In addition, the
input head movement can be restricted to so-called "sweeping" (the input head
movement reverses the direction only at the end markers), with the number of
input head reversals bounded by ƒ (n), where f(n) represents any (arbitrarily slow
growing) unbounded recursive function [10].
Though ƒ (n), the number of input head reversals, may be arbitrarily slow growing, while keeping the upper bound for space at the level O(loglogn) [10], it is not
clear whether the space lower bound for a unary nonregular language acceptance
is logn or log log n, if f(n) is bounded by a constant. This problem is open for
n2-alternating accept space bounded machines, üi-alternating middle, accept, or
weak space, and also for the entire alternating hierarchy of middle space bounded
machines.
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